Never Have I Ever...

CITY MOUSE moms’ EDITION
Game may be played with or without adult beverages. Sit in a circle and let the
host read the first ‘Never Have I Ever . . . ’ out loud. Take a sip of your beverage
(or raise your hand) if you have. Don’t sip if you haven’t. Go around the circle and
let each person take a turn to read from the list. (No skipping the sex toy question!)
Check out the online version at staceylender.com/play and see how your answers compare!

SUMMER 2017

Never Have I Ever...
Become ‘proximity friends’ with a mom I didn’t like for the sake of my child’s friendship
Been hit on by a close friend’s husband—and kept it a secret
Tried a ‘creative’ bikini area design
Moved to a new community where I didn’t know a soul
Told my boss I was working from home when I was actually out with my kids
Lied to my spouse about something I did on a weekend away
Lied to protect a cheating friend
Repurposed a household item as a sex toy
Driven drunk or buzzed (since having kids)
Sacrificed my own happiness for the sake of my family
Been shut out of a friend group because of something I said or did
Been embarrassed by my spouse at a public event/party
Felt self-conscious as “the new mom”
Talked intimate details about my married sex life with friends
Kept a secret from my spouse about something my sitter did
Felt pressured to drink/party with my mom friends
Heard racist comments in a conversation and bit my tongue instead of saying something
Told off a friend in public
Had the opportuinity to cheat on my spouse and said. . . . .no
Had the opportunity to cheat on my spouse and said. . . . .yes
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